Abstracts:

This study discusses "The Expressions referring to Voice in Ancient Egypt up to the End of New Kingdom Era (Civilized Linguistic Study)". It consists of Three parts.

The first part includes "Words and Expressions referring to Voice in Ancient Egypt from Hieroglyphic Texts". It consists of two chapters, the first of them with the title "Words referring to Voice and related with it". The second chapter has the title "Expressions and Religious Formulas".

The second part entitled "Expressions which refer to Voice in Ancient Religious Thoughts", It consists of four chapters. The first chapter is "Religious Texts and the Netherworld". The second chapter is "Mythology and Religious Festivals". The third chapter is "Rites and Religious Formulas". The fourth chapter is "Gods and Temples".

The third part entitled "Expressions referring to Voice in Ancient Egyptian Profane Life", It consists of two chapters, the first of them is "The Daily Life and its Activities". The second chapter is called "Natural Environment".

And finally, comes the conclusions of the study which refers to the roles of the voice in the religious and Daily life of The Ancient Egyptian. It refers also to new words and expressions related to the voice.